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Abstract
The Alternative Energy Center game is a 3D game developed with the purpose of arousing
interest and educating students in energy research. The game was developed using Solidworks,
3ds Max Design, and Unity 3D. The scene of the game was constructed using a scale model of
the Cleco Alternative Energy Center in Crowley, Louisiana. During 2013, several
demonstrations were given in a virtual reality lab at the University of Louisiana that explained
solar thermal power concepts and other alternative energy technologies. These were given on
three 150 inch screens in a concave design, immersing the user in a 3D educational experience.
This paper explains the design process of the interactive 3D game and the educational experience
from demonstrations during 2013.

Introduction
Finding new innovative ways to capture students’ attention and make learning a more natural and
fun experience rather than the less attractive traditional one can be challenging. The new
generation of learners, termed Net Generation, are more comfortable with image-rich rather that
a text-only environment [1]. Many students label traditional schooling as boring and are not
motivated or inspired to work. Nearly half of the high school dropouts said that classes could not
keep their interest [2]. Even with the aid of Power Points, the visually literate Net Generation of
students have trouble keeping alert and captivated so that they can focus on and absorb the
information. To tap into the multiple intelligences and learning styles of the Net Generation the
audio and visual components of a video potentially provide a best fit [3]. How can current
educators reach the Net Generation of children who are more visually literate than earlier
generations?
A 3D game was created using a scale model of an existing Alternative Energy Center. This
serves to not only inform students of the Center but also to educate them on various alternative
energy technologies. Using visual aids is beneficial in explaining and a walkthrough game seems
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to increase focus and make learning fun. It also gives students a near hands-on feel. The focus of
the game explained how a solar thermal power plant captured energy and converted it into
electricity. This was animated in various ways such as the solar troughs tracking the sun
throughout the day. The game allowed the user to walk through the model where informational
popups explain the various alternative energy technologies.
The 3D game was created with the intention of explaining the various technologies of an
alternative energy center. This power facility was first modeled using Solidworks 3D CAD
software. This model was then brought into 3ds Max Design where textures were added and
animations rendered of the concentrating solar power collectors collecting solar energy and
converting it into electricity. Then to add to the educational experience, the 3ds Max Design
model was brought into the Unity 3D game engine where a walk-through game was created. This
allowed the user to walk through the solar field using a PlayStation remote to see the various
alternative energy technologies. Next, the game was animated in various ways such as the solar
troughs tracking the sun throughout the day. To further the user experience, interactive
capabilities were added giving the user control of the solar tracking system and real time visual
power generation.
The game created helps explain various alternative energy technologies. These technologies are
presented briefly as they are the content presented in the game. This paper also explains the
design process of the interactive 3D game and the educational experience from demonstrations
during 2013.

Alternative Energy Center
The Cleco Alternative Energy Center is located in a rural area of approximately one acre in
Crowley, Louisiana, and is home to several alternative energy technologies. The research
building is approximately 6,000 square feet and consists of several offices, a lab, a conference
room, and houses a gasifier and a torrefaction unit. Right outside the research building sits a
concentrating solar power field consisting of parabolic troughs with over 1000 square meters of
collection area. The following is a brief description of the alternative energy technologies being
researched along with actual pictures coupled with rendered pictures from the models used in the
educational game.
Torrefaction
A pilot scale torrefaction unit at the Alternative Energy Center is being tested for process
optimization as torrefaction technology is still being researched. Commercial scale torrefaction
units can be developed using the information gained from this research. Torrefaction is the
thermochemical treatment process similar to roasting or mild pyrolysis. It improves the
properties of biomass as a fuel and allows superior grindability. This dried product is termed
torrefied biomass or torrefied wood and has no biological activity such as rotting. Typically 70%
of the mass is retained as a solid product with around 90% of the initial energy content. This
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energy densification is achieved at a temperature of 200 to 320o C, near atmospheric pressure
and with the absence of oxygen/air
oxygen/air.
Torrefaction is beneficial
neficial by improving the physical characteristics of biomass, and thus the
overall economics of the biomass utilization process for energy production. The end product can
be stored and used for several purposes including gasifier fuel [4].
Figure 1 shows the torrefaction unit that is currently being used for research at the Alternative
Energy Center and the modeled version use
used in the game. In the game, as the viewport gets near
the torrefaction unit, an informational popup arises with an actual picture and a brief explanation
of the technology.

Figure 1: Torrfraction
fraction unit and 3ds Max Design rendered model of the unit.

Gasifier
A large portion of the research building houses a working gasifier. Gasification takes
t
a waste
product and turns it into an energy source which can help reduce our dependence on foreign
fo
oil
and natural gas and provide a clean alternative source for electricity, fuels, and chemicals. Trash
can be turned into energy through gasification making a clean fuel from biomass materials,
materials like
lumbering and timbering wastes, corn husks, wood ppellets,
ellets, and other municipal solid wastes.
The biomass goes through a thermochemical process that converts that material to a synthetic
gas.. The syngas can be burned to produce electricity or further processed to manufacture a wide
range of products such ass ethanol, methanol, and fuels.
Several components of the gasifier at the Alternative Energy Center are shown in Figures 2-4.
The corresponding modeled version used in the educational game is shown at right.
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Figure 2:: Front view of gasifier and 3ds Max Design rendered model of the unit.

Figure 3: Side view of gasifier and 3ds Max Design rendered model of the unit.

Figure 4: West side of project building and 3ds Max Design rendered model.

As the user walks through the model
model, informational popups with actual pictures are triggered,
triggered
explaining the various components and gasification technology.

Solar Thermal Field
In late 2012, University of Louisiana at Lafayette
Lafayette, in conjunction with Cleco Power,
Power LLC,
constructed and commissioned a pilot scale concentrating solar power (CSP) plant. This solar
thermal power plant collected solar energy by using two arrays of solar troughs tracking the sun
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from east to west. CSP technologies use mirrors to concentrate or focus the energy from the sun
and convert it into heat to create a vapor to drive a turbine that generates electrical power. There
are several different types of CSP technologies but all have similar underlining concepts.
There are basically
lly two parts to the CSP system; the collectors that convert the solar energy to
heat and the power block that converts the heat energy into electricity. At the Alternative Energy
Center there are large aperture parabolic solar collectors using linear focus to collect heat from
the sun and transfer it to the wo
working fluid. When heated, this working fluid travels to a heat
exchanger to exchange heat with a refrigerant. This refrigeran
refrigerant vaporizes and the
he vapor generated
creates pressure that expands into the twin screw expander
expander.. This expander drives an electric
generator to produce electrical energy and send it to the grid. Figure 5 shows a photograph of the
solar field and a corresponding rendered image of the model in the game.

Figure 5:: North view of solar field and project building and 3ds Max Design rendered model.

Several engineering concepts are used in the energy collection and power generation of the solar
thermal field. To help explain these concepts the current educational game has model
replications of the torrefaction
torrefaction, gasifier, and solar field with popups consisting
nsisting of actual
photographs and short explanations of the technology.

Modeling in Solidworks
The Alternative Energy Center was originally modeled in Solidworks to determine the shading
effects from the building on various solar collector locations. Once the optimal field location was
found the model was then used to create an animation to help explain the solar thermal power
technology. The rendered Solidworks animation shows a walkthrough of the research building
and an aerial view of thee solar field with the troughs tracking the sun from east to west as they
would during a typical sunny day. This animation was combined with actual footage of the
Alternative Energy Center and presented for Innov8 2012.
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Solidworks is a parasolid solid mod
modeling
eling CAD program used for engineering products [5]. It
utilizes a parametric feature based approach to create models and assemblies. Using dimensioned
drawings of the components, parts are modeled to scale. Each part is modeled and assembled in
Solidworks and then brought into the scene. Before the model was ready to be imported to the
Unity 3D scene, textures were added in 3ds Max Design. These textures give the model a much
more realistic view. To be able to import the model in 3ds Max Design, the
he model was saved as a
stereolithography (STL) file in Solidworks which converted the Solidworks model into a mesh of
triangles wrapped around the model
model. Every part was saved as a different STL file and had to be
imported individually into 3ds Max Design. Although saving the entire assembly as one STL file
is an option,, it would not save time because the model would then have to be separated into
different parts to allow different texture application
applications to each part.

Figure 6:: Rendered Solidworks model on left with corresponding rendered 3ds Max Design model on the right.

images and similar views of the images that were
Figure 6 shows two Solidworks rendered image
rendered in 3ds Max Design. As Solidworks is primar
primarily
ly for engineering design,
design the texture
mapping and shading effects are of no comparison to the capabilities of 3ds Max Design.
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3DS Max Design
3ds Max Design can be used to create environments that look almost real, giving more
convincing results with several modeling techniques. This software is primarily used for game
development has several lighting techniques and modifiers
modifiers. Beautifully colored renderings of
very high resolution give it a much more lifelike dimension.

Adding textures
Using several features in 3ds Max, such as Unwrap UVW, textures were added to the model. The
quality and definition of the textures brought the model closer to the actual appearance. When
the scenes geometry is rendered the shading effects on the lighting, materials, colors,
color shadows
and environment is shown giving a much more realistic view. Figure 7 shows the heat exchanger
used to exchange heat from the refrigerant to the water coming from the cooling tower. The first
image on left is a rendered image in 3ds Max Design after importing the model from Solidworks.

Figure 7:: Heat exchanger rendered in 3ds Max Design before
and after texture is applied.

The second image on the right shows the heat exchanger after a mapped texture is added giving
it a much more detailed view. To add this texture initially, pictures had to be found and edited to
scale. Then, using the bitmap tool and bump characte
characteristics, the textures were applied. The
unwrap UVW modifier is then used with the flatten mapping option to perfectly contour the
mapped geometry. The UVW coordinate system
system,, similar to the XYZ coordinate system,
system is used
to specify how bitmaps are projecte
projected onto an object [6]. The UVW modifier is applied to an
object to control how mapped material appears on the surface of the object [7].
[7] This allows the
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fins in the heat exchanger in Figure 7 to have a 3D effect without having to model each
individual fin.
Animations
Viewing a series of rendered still images in quick succession allows the user to perceive them as
continuous motion. This illusion of motion comes because each still image or frame is held in the
vision system for a short time. Animations are not only more captivating and attention grabbing,
grabbing
but they also allow the user to view processes in action. Explaining how the solar collectors track
the sun and collect solar energy is much easier with an animated model. Key points were shown
in text boxes below the animations so that users could understand them without any instruction.
The animations are a breakthrough in bringing the solar field model to life
ife and explaining key
features. Figure 8 shows a series of images of the parabolic troughs tracking the sun from east to
west throughout the day.

Figure 8:: Rendered 3ds Max Design animation showing south view of the parabolic troughs tracking the sun throughout the day.

Unity 3D
A walk-through game was created using Unity 3D giving the users the opportunity to tour the
model as if actually walking through
ough it. The solar field model wa
was imported into Unity 3D from
3ds Max Design in FBX format. A terrain wass created surrounding the model adding grass, hills,
trees, and wind. The first person co
controller prefab wass dragged into the scene view from the
standard assets folder in the hierarchy. The scale of the first
irst person controller had to be adjusted
to be the normal height of someone walking through the mode
model.
l. The first person controller was
wa
then moved to the desired start location of the game.. The control of the walkthrough camera is
the keyboard by default and
nd a mouse control script was also added
d to have more control. In the
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virtual reality lab where the demonstrations are held, the projection screens are on the opposite
side of the computers. Therefore a joystick script was added so that a PlayStation remote could
be setup to control the movement. This way the game player could stand or sit right next to the
screen while walking through the game.
Unity 3D is a highly powerful game engine that is relatively simple to use and has high end
graphics quality that is always improving. The support for Unity 3D is vast with online tutorials,
forums, and YouTube videos. The support community helps considerably to grasp concepts and
further knowledge to rapidly develop proficiency. Unity 3D has exceptional realistic physics;
softbodies, rigidbodies, colliders, and more are easily attached with components.
Importing model
Unity can import various types of 3d models, texture maps, audio, etc. For Unity 3d import from
3ds Max Design, the model is exported as an FBX file with embedded media. FBX (Filmbox) is
a file format, acquired by Autodesk in 2006, that uses an object-based model allowing the storing
of motion data along with 2D, 3D, audio, and video data. This allows the model to have all
textures and animations when being transferred to Unity 3D.
Adding animation and sound
Animations are added to the scene such as the grass and trees swaying because of wind, smoke
rising from the gasifier exhaust, and a few birds moving around. These animations aided in
bringing the scene to life, giving movement instead of just only a stagnant model. For
educational purposes animation is added to the solar field mimicking the mechanical activity
during power generation. The solar troughs rotate along the axis, the cooling tower has water
trickling down the sides, and the green machine audibly runs when approached.
Game in iOS and Android
Using Unity 3D software, the same game can be exported to several types of mobile devices
including: iOS (iPhone, iPad), Android, Blackberry, Windows 8 phone, along with a web and
flash player that can be accessed from some mobile devices. The model was originally brought
into Unity 3D so that an iOS application could be created allowing the game to run on an iPhone.
In order to do this, the control setup had to be changed to tap control so that the walkthrough
game can be controlled with the touch screen device using projected thumb pads. The file size of
the model was an issue in that the app would run very slowly. The walkthrough game was then
put on a Galaxy II tablet to resolve this issue. The tablet ran the Ice Cream Sandwich version of
Android. This version had a 40MB limit for the application before it would crash. The
application does run but many of the models in the game were taken out to decrease the file size.
This left the game relatively bare with just the solar field and research building models.
Decreasing the size of the model is not an easy task due to multiple software platforms being
used. The file would initially have to be reduced in Solidworks by saving it as a coarse STL file,
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then again in 3ds Max Design by decreasing the poly count. Afterwards, all textures had to be
reapplied in 3ds Max Design before exporting as a FBX file to import into Unity 3D. The
imported models in Unity 3D then had to be minimized. Models such as furniture, appliances,
computers, plants, boxes, crates, vehicles, etc., were imported to mirror the actual Alternative
Energy Center.
Adding interactive capabilities
In Unity, one can code in UnityScript, C#, or Boo [8]. Which UnityScript is similar to Javascript,
C# is similar to Java and Boo is similar to Python. There are also a few visual scripting solutions
in the Asset Store. The UnityScript is used for various purposes in this game. The initial scripts
added were popups showing actual photographs and explaining different technologies in the
research center. This consisted of adding triggers and colliders to the scene and scripting the
popup display. Next, triggers are brought into the scene that allow the user to turn on various
components of the solar thermal system, such as the solar tracking system, the cooling tower and
the green machine. These are animated showing the parabolic troughs rotating to track the sun
throughout the day, water trickling down the cooling tower to be air cooled, and the green
machine audibly running to produce the electricity.

Student Demonstrations
Demonstrations were held in the VR lab during several events throughout each semester such as
Innov8 and Engineering and Technology Expo Week. During these demonstrations, groups of
students were brought in and given a virtual tour of the Alternative Energy Center on three 150
inch rear projection screens set up in a cave design. The groups of students ranged from five up
to thirty. This immerses the students in the educational demonstration.
In Figure 9 a demonstration of the parabolic troughs collecting energy for the sun is shown to a
group of high school students. The project building is on the left screen, the parabolic troughs in
the middle and the power block for the solar thermal plant on the right.
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Figure 9:: Game demonstration to high school students in VR lab.

Initially the students are given a virtual tour that takes them through the project building, visiting
the office, lab
ab and warehouse where the torr
torrfration and gasifier units are housed. Informational
popups appear with actual photographs
otographs during various points of the tour explaining the research
center and various alternative energy technologies. Afterwards the tour extends to the solar field
where students are given an explanation of the components of the solar thermal power plant
plan and
the process of collecting energy from the sun and converting it into electricity. During this tour
an additional scene is entered when appr
approaching
oaching the Green Machine. The Green Machine
M
is the
main component of the power block and is responsible for tu
turning
rning the heat into electricity and
sending it into the grid. In this scene an enlarged view of the Green Machine
achine is shown and
gravity is removed so that the user can float around the machine while various components of it
are explained.
Only one person can control the game at a time so that after the initial narrated demonstration
students are given an opportunity to play the game themselves. The students are very eager and
excited to have this opportunity and take turns exploring the solar field and Alternative
Alt
Energy
Center.
Students describe the immersive demonstration experience as feeling like they are there in the
virtual world. A comment was made that it makes learning more interesting as it almost feels
hands on. The overwhelming majority of othe
other demonstrations
ions given that day around the College
of Engineering
ngineering were said to be boring and hard to understand. Not only were these
demonstrations described as being interesting but
but, students also commented that they were able
to understand the concepts and
nd it aroused their curiosity to learn more as questions were asked
following the demonstration.
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Future Goals of the Project
There are many goals for the future of this project and several areas of potential improvement.
Currently, control scripts are being written to give the user more interactive capabilities
throughout the game. There could be several more scenes the user could enter with different
learning objectives in each scene. Several more components such as the newly added sun tracker
could be modeled and added to the scene. Once the scene and interactive capabilities have been
maximized, then introducing a narrative with directly linked educational content will be
explored. Several levels of learning goals and rewards with immediate feedback can be added to
motivate players. If increasing the scene size to better accommodate the game would be of
interest, then surrounding structures would be modeled and added to the game.
Having the game web based with the ability for students to play in a web browser is of interest.
That way it could be easily accessed remotely and utilized without having to download any
software. The educational game can have multiple goals and topics and each part must be
completed to proceed further. Each goal begins by introducing students to the topics that they
will be learning about, and ends with an online quiz. In order to successfully complete each goal,
the student must watch, and then successfully answer the quiz questions with 80% or higher
accuracy. Students who do not obtain 80% comprehension will be instructed to replay the game
and then again try to answer the quiz questions. There could also be a way students could log in
and have profiles and assessment percentages associated to their user name. This way teachers
could access there learning progress to make sure they are keeping up.

Conclusion
Playing video games is a fun and exciting way to learn when compared to textbook homework.
There is strong potential for educational gaming to incorporate scientific concepts and reach
students where traditional methods have failed. The Alternative Energy Center game has proven
to be a great success at gaining attention from students and arousing interest in alternative energy
technologies. With the addition of a narrative, three levels of goals and immediate feedback, the
planned future of the game will provide a fun educational experience.
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